
Team One Piece 

Date             :        10/08/2014 

Location       :        Skype Session 

Subject                :             Meeting 

Attendee      :        Aniket, Ila, Mi Mi, CG, Siddhant, Phyu Phyu 

Absentee     :        None 

 

Agenda 

- Phyu - Discuss about the acceptance presentation component and market comparison.  

Text editor tool  

a) Impressionist  

b) Struct 

              Product comparison  

a) Moodle 

b) Prezi 

 

Drawing diagram website - creatly 

 

- Discuss about Bug Metric. Using google docs is not a good idea. So, final decision is to commit to 

the Git.  

 

Development 

- Ila’s part 

 Tried to read directly from the database. Encode into url/uri. Populate the number of slides.  

 Current status is blob object is coming until JavaScript 

 Create, edit and delete module will be get it done by today’s evening. (primary - basic)  

 Audio and Video may be included in the slide show as well. (by tomorrow)  

- MiMi’s part 

 Create quiz is working well on the Chrome. Not on IE.  

 Aniket and MiMi discussed on IE issue.  

- CG’s part 

 Able to populate the data from database. Edit quiz still has bug.  

 Issue CG is having is that  

1) Data is not able pass from the JS file to servlet. 

2) Not able to save data to the database.  

 Backend code delete quiz is done, but haven’t integrated yet. 

 CG will commit to Git for delete and Ila will combine to the homepage  



- Siddhant’s part 

 Risks (Need to verify by PM (Phyu)) 

 Team OnePiece (Replace the image) (Second priority) (Need to verify by PM (Phyu) Let 

Siddhant know about choice) 

 Tools (Request Ila for review)  

- Will focus only on functionality not on IE issues until the acceptance. (a bit risky)  

 

- Aniket & Siddhant will test the integration on Monday and logged into bug metrics.  Get back to 

us by 1130PM. 

 

Peer Internal Review Documentation  

- Aniket  

Ila’s opinion : In general, very good. Hibernate learning curve contribution is really helpful for 

our team.  

CG’s opinion: Aniket’s contribution is helpful. (Same as Ila)  

Siddhant’s opinion: Same as Ila  

Phyu’s opnion: Aniket is too good to others but he doesn’t need to and should try to get to the 

point.  

MiMi’s opnion:  Helpful, kind and patient.  

 

- Chenguang 

Aniket’s opinion: Pair program with him is good and always learn something from him. Different 

from SE experience.  

Phyu’s opinion: He is committed to what he is assigned which is very good. But, need to 

communicate with PM more. 

Ila’s opinion: Your contribution is good. You need to be more vocal.  

Siddhant’s opinion: Has no idea, but guess that his work done is great.  

MiMi’s opnion: Communication problem. Speak slower and clearly.  

 

- Ila 

Aniket’s opinion: Most experience person in technical issues. Contribution is nice 

Siddhant’s opnion: Technical knowledge is great. Value added person. 

MiMi’s opinion: Learnt a lot from her. Value added suggestions. 

CG’s opinion: Most experienced.  

Phyu’s opinion: There is a gap between ila and the rest of the members. Ila is a good personal to 

work with.  

 

- MiMi 

Ila’s opinion: Backend and frontend integration and all rounded. Good resource on the team. 

Her codes are easy to understand and neat coding skill.  



Aniket’s opinion: Have a lot of exposure on many things.  

Phyu’s opinion: She has no exposure but she really puts effort to finish what she is being 

assigned to.  

Siddhant’s opinion: Great personality. It’s easy to connect with her. Patient and understanding.  

CG’s opinion: Very patient. Feel more conformable to ask question to MiMi. 

 

- Phyu Phyu 

Ila’s opinion: Good to be the PM. She always makes sure to know each member’s issue. Very 

documentation is meticulous and detailed. Shouldn’t care about diplomatic and can be more 

open and transparent.  

Mi Mi’s opinion: She drives the whole team well. She worries, see the overall and drive the 

whole team. 

Siddhant’s opinion: Great PM. He doesn’t feel conformable of being chased. Don’t tell him the 

same thing twice and thrice. Don’t panic because of work. If you are panic, it makes Siddhant 

panic. 

CG’s opinion: Good communicator.  

Aniket’s opinion: Negotiation with supervisor is good. Dealing with internal and external 

stakeholder is good.  

 

- Siddhant  

Ila’s opinion: He can do more than his current contribution (Example, coding) He also should 

contribute in terms of technical contribution. Team needs 5th coder. Two members  

Aniket’s opinion: After acceptance, team will need him to do coding.  

Phyu’s opinion: Need to have more commitment and serious about fyp.  

MiMi’s opnion: Fun to work with you. He is a skillful person for both technical and soft skill.  

CG’s opinion: Put effort in your coding skill.  

 

Prepared by, 

Phyu Phyu 

 

Vetted and edited by,  

Mi Mi 


